SB Supply - We are hiring:
Marketing and Sales Representative 10 to 24 hours a week on
Campus at a start-up
You will be responsible for good communication with our customers via phone, mail
and chat and ensure customer satisfaction. You are aware of the importance of good
consultancy, customer care and customer satisfaction. You will also be responsible
for the maintenance and publishing of articles, texts, prices and the assortment in
our web shops. You take care of the marketing and communication in the Spanish
speaking markets.
You are the key to achieving high customer satisfaction and returning customers!
We are looking for someone who fits the following profile:
- Intellectual level: higher vocational education (HBO) or University (WO)
- Affinity with E-commerce and our product range
- Good communication and consulting skills
- Fluent Spanish and good command of English
What is expected from you?
You are proactive and able to meet set deadlines and appointments. You recognize
new commercial opportunities for existing as well as for new customers. We expect
an independent and initiative-oriented attitude that will help us to advance our fastgrowing organization!
Consequently, you are an important part in the process which ultimately leads to
satisfied customers and a flourishing business.
If you are not familiar with our products yet, but are detail orientated, enthusiastic
and eager to learn, we are happy to share our knowledge with you and welcome you
to our team.
What we offer:
- Independent and responsible function
- Motivated international team with young and ambitious colleagues
- Attractive staff discount on our products
- Open and social working atmosphere with group lunch
- Flexible working hours in consultation with your colleagues
- Very good in combination with your study
About SB Supply
SB Supply is a fast growing e-commerce company in the Benelux, German speaking
countries and increasingly also the French, Italian, British and Scandinavian markets.
We offer a broad product assortment ranging from design accessories to technical
gadgets which we sell via different online channels. Our helpdesk is always ready to
assist our customers.
At SB Supply, a team of young professionals is working together to further improve
our business and customer satisfaction. Our team has an open and informal working
attitude and we are always happy to learn from one another. We are doing well
because our web shops and the team are growing steadily. SB Supply works in a

pleasant working environment in Tilburg. Together with you, we are looking forward
to the challenge of growing steadily!
Interested?
Does this job offer sound appealing? Then send a short motivation and your CV to
a.magliarella@sbsupply.de
Wanna find out more about us? Check our webshops sbsupply.fr, sbsupply.nl ,
sbsupply.de and mobilemango.nl. We also operate over Amazon, bol.com and many
more.
We are located at the Tilburg University campus in the Business Centre in the
Intermezzo building: offices: I201 and I202. (Professor de Moorplein 521, 5037DR
Tilburg)

